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Abstract -. An emergency power system is an 

independent source of electrical power that supports 

important electrical systems on loss of normal power supply. 

A standby power system may include a standby generator, 

batteries and other apparatus. Emergency power systems are 

installed to protect life and property from the consequences of 

loss of primary electric power supply. It is a type of continual 

power system.They find uses in a wide variety of settings from 

homes to hospitals, scientific laboratories, data centers, 

telecommunicationequipment and ships. Emergency power 

systems can rely on generators, deep-cycle batteries, flywheel 

energy storage or fuel cells. 
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1)INTRODUCTION  

 

A wide variety of natural disasters can cause long-
term power outages. Things 
tornadoes, hurricanes, flooding, lightning, ice storms 
and blizzards can take out the power for hours or days 
at a time. Even something as simple as a 
blown transformer or a car running into a utility pole 
can knock out the electricity in an entire neighborhood 
for a day or two.We are all dependent on electricity, so 
a power outage of more than a few minutes becomes 
pretty annoying. As the duration of a power failure 
stretches beyond an hour, there are more severe 
problems that can cause things to get expensive or 
dangerous: 

During the winter, a power failure normally disables 

your home's heating system. As the house cools, 

(depending on where you live) it can become 

uninhabitable. In addition, frozen pipes can cause 

thousands of dollars in damage. A power failure means 

that refrigerators and freezers stop running. In the 

summer, frozen food melts and can make a real mess. If 

you have invested in a side of beef, losses can reach 

$1,000 or more during a multi-day power failure.If you 

have a medical condition that requires special 

equipment, a power failure can create a life-or-death 

situation.If you live in a rural area with a private well, a 
power failure cuts off your water supply. 

It is now easy to buy an emergency power 
system to avoid all of these problems. In this article, 
we will look at several options and also discuss 
different ways to wire them into your home so that 
you will never have to worry about a power failure 
again. 

2)OPERATION IN BUILDINGS 

 

Fig:- emergency power electric generator in a water purification plant, driven by 

a marine propulsion diesel engine 

 

Mains power can be lost due to downed lines, 
malfunctions at a sub-station, inclement weather, 
planned blackouts or in extreme cases a grid-wide 
failure. In modern buildings, most emergency power 
systems have been and are still based on generators. 
Usually, these generators are Diesel engine driven, 
although smaller buildings may use a gasoline 
engine driven generator and larger ones a gas turbine. 
However, lately, more use is being made of deep cycle 
batteries and other technologies such as flywheel 
energy storage or fuel cells. These latter systems do not 
produce polluting gases, thereby allowing the 
placement to be done within the building. Also, as a 
second advantage, they do not require a separate shed 
to be built for fuel storage.  

With regular generators, an automatic transfer 
switch is used to connect emergency power. One side is 
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connected to both the normal power feed and the 
emergency power feed; and the other side is connected 
to the load designated as emergency. If no electricity 
comes in on the normal side, the transfer switch uses a 
solenoid to throw a triple pole, single throw switch. 
This switches the feed from normal to emergency 
power. The loss of normal power also triggers a battery 
operated starter system to start the generator, similar 
to using a car battery to start an engine. Once the 
transfer switch is switched and the generator starts, 
the building's emergency power comes back on (after 
going off when normal power was lost). 

Unlike emergency lights, emergency lighting is 
not a type of light fixture; it is a pattern of the building's 
normal lights that provides a path of lights to allow for 
safe exit, or lights up service areas such as mechanical 
rooms and electric rooms. Exit signs, Fire alarm 
systems (that are not on back up batteries) and the 
electric motor pumps for the fire sprinklers are almost 
always on emergency power. Other equipment on 
emergency power may include smoke isolation 
dampers, smoke evacuation fans, elevators, handicap 
doors and outlets in service areas. Hospitals use 
emergency power outlets to power life support systems 
and monitoring equipment. Some buildings may even 
use emergency power as part of normal operations, 
such as a theater using it to power show equipment 
because "the show must go on. 

3) OPERATION IN AVIATION 

The use of Emergency power systems in 
aviation can be either in the aircraft or on the ground.In 
commercial and military aircraft it is critical to 
maintain power to essential systems during an 
emergency. This can be done via Ram air turbines or 
battery emergency power supplies which enables pilots 
to maintain radio contact and continue to navigate 
using MFD, GPS, VOR receiver or directional gyro 
during for more than an hour. 

Localizer, glideslope, and other instrument 
landing aids (such as microwave transmitters) are both 
high power consumers and mission-critical, and cannot 
be reliably operated from a battery supply, even for 
short periods. Hence, when absolute reliability is 
required (such as when Category 3 operations are in 
force at the airport) it is usual to run the system from 
a diesel generator with automatic switchover to the 
mains supply should the generator fail. This avoids any 
interruption to transmission while a generator is 
brought up to operating speed. 

This is opposed to the typical view of 

emergency power systems, where the backup 

generators are seen as secondary to the mains 
electrical supply. 

4) ELECTRONIC DEVICE PROTECTION 

Computers, communication networks, and 
other modern electronic devices need not only power, 
but also a steady flow of it to continue to operate. If the 
source voltage drops significantly or drops out 
completely, these devices will fail, even if the power 
loss is only for a fraction of a second. Because of this, 
even a generator back-up does not provide protection 
because of the start-up time involved. 

To achieve more comprehensive loss 
protection, extra equipment such as surge 
protectors, inverters, or sometimes a 
complete uninterruptible power supply (UPS) is used. 
UPS systems can be local (to one device or one power 
outlet) or may extend building-wide. A local UPS is a 
small box that fits under a desk or a telecom rack and 
powers a small number of devices. A building-wide UPS 
may take any of several different forms, depending on 
the application. It directly feeds a system of outlets 
designated as UPS feed and can power a large number 
of devices. 

Since telephone exchanges use DC, the 

building's battery room is generally wired directly to 

the consuming equipment and floats continuously on 

the output of the rectifiers that normally supply DC 

rectified from utility power. When utility power fails, 

the battery carries the load without needing to switch. 

With this simple though somewhat expensive system, 

some exchanges have never lost power for a moment 
since the 1920s. 
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5) STRUCTURE AND OPERATION IN UTILITY 

STATIONS 

In recent years, large units of a utility power 
station are usually designed on a unit system basis in 
which the required devices, including the boiler, the 
turbine generator unit, and its power (step up) and unit 
(auxiliary) transformer are solidly connected as one 
unit. A less common set-up consists of two units 
grouped together with one common station auxiliary. 
As each turbine generator unit has its own attached 
unit auxiliary transformer, it is connected to the circuit 
automatically. For starting the unit, the auxiliaries are 
supplied with power by another unit (auxiliary) 
transformer or station auxiliary transformer. The 
period of switching from the first unit transformer to 
the next unit is designed for automatic, instantaneous 
operation in times when the emergency power system 
needs to kick in. It is imperative that the power to unit 
auxiliaries not fail during a station shutdown (an 
occurrence known as black-out when all regular units 
temporarily fail). Instead, during shutdowns the grid is 
expected to remain operational. When problems occur, 
it is usually due to reverse power relays and frequency-
operated relays on grid lines due to severe grid 
disturbances. Under these circumstances, the 
emergency station supply must kick in to avoid damage 
to any equipment and to prevent hazardous situations 
such as the release of hydrogen gas from generators to 
the local environment. 

6) IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

Emergency power systems, called there 

Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs), are a required 

feature in nuclear power plants. They are typically 

installed in sets of three. The EDG installation is 

designed to the same safety-grade requirements as the 

other safety systems in the plant. The next (upcoming) 

generation of nuclear power plants includes some 

designs with multiple independent banks of EDGs (as in 

the ABWRs 

7) CONTROLLING THE EMERGENCY POWER SYSTEM 

For a 208 VAC emergency supply system, a 

central battery system with automatic controls, located 

in the power station building, is used to avoid long 

electric supply wires. This central battery system 

consists of lead-acid battery cell units to make up a 12 

or 24 VDC system as well as stand-by cells, each with 

its own battery charging unit. Also needed are a voltage 

sensing unit capable of receiving 208 VAC and an 

automatic system that is able to signal to and activate 

the emergency supply circuit in case of failure of 208 
VAC station supply 
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